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Electron Coupled Interactions between Nuclear Spins in Molecules
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In addition to the direct magnetic interaction between two nuclear spins in a molecule, the nuclei can
have an effective mutual interaction as a result of the magnetic interactions between each of the nuclei and
the electrons of the molecule. Although these indirect interactions are in general small, they are important
in many cases, particularly as a result of the fact that the frequent collisions which characterize most nuclear
paramagnetic resonance experiments cause the direct interaction to average to zero while this is not so for
the indirect. In the present paper, the indirect interactions are evaluated. Contributions arise from a simple
diamagnetic term, a closely related second-order orbital paramagnetism term, and terms due to the mag-
netic interaction of the nuclei with the electron spins. Expressions for each of these terms are given both
for the general case an, d for the spherically symmetric case which arises when there are many collisions.
Specific numerical calculations of the various eRects are given for hydrogen deuteride. It is shown for HD
that the diamagnetic terms are of the order of a few tenths of a cycle per second. On the other hand, if the
suitable mean energy of the molecular excited states is given the reasonable value of 1.4 Rydbergs, the
electron spin terms are 43 cps in agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION been carried out by several independent observers. ~"
As a result the value of PHD for HD has been deter-
mined as 43&0.5 cps. With the availability of this
experimental datum it has appeared desirable to pub-
lish some details of the calculation whose results only
were reported in the previous note. ' In addition, the
problem merits a better calculation than the earlier
one which was dominantly for the purpose of estimating
the order of magnitude of the electron spin mechanism.
In particular, in the earlier calculation perturbations
by only the lowest triplet molecular state were included
and the relatively inaccurate Heitler-London wave
functions were used. In the present paper, on the other
hand, the contributians of all the excited states are in-
cluded and James-Coolidge" wave functions are used.

Although numerical calculations are made only in
the case of HD, the formulas used in the calculation
are developed in forms applicable to molecules in
general. Likewise, general expressions are obtained for
the nuclear spin-spin interaction which occurs as a
result of the magnetic shieMing by the electron orbital
motion even though this eGect in the case of HD and
many other cases is small compared to the electron spin
terms.

In the experiments so far performed, the molecules
are subjected to frequent collisions in which case the
theory presented below predicts that the electron
coupled nuclear spin interactions should be of the form
h5~~. I~ I~. in agreement with experiment. However,
in the general case where there are not frequent colli-
sions, the energy of interactions, E~~, for a speci6c

A NUMBER of observers' ' have recently found
splittings of nuclear resonance lines in molecules

that are independent of the strength of the externa l

magnetic 6eld in contrast to magnetic shielding effects'
which are proportional to the external magnetic Geld.
Gutowsky, McCall, and Slichter' and Hahn and Max-
well' have independently pointed out that their ob-
served results could empirically be interpreted in terms
of an interaction between two nuclei S and Ã' of the
form h8&~ I~ I& . Gutowsky, McCall, and Slichtera 4

and DrelP attempted to attribute the value of b~~ to
the e8ect of the electron orbital motion magnetically
shielding' the direct magnetic interaction between the
two nuclei, which direct interaction would have aver-

aged to zero in the absence of shielding in experiments
with high collision frequencies. Although such an in-

terpretation was qualitatively of the correct form, it
gave a value of 8~~ which in most cases was too small

by a factor of ten or more. Ramsey and Purcell' pointed
out in a brief note that the magnetic interaction of the
nuclei with the electron spin magnetic moments which

are in turn exchange coupled together would also give
rise to an interaction of the desired form which should
in addition be of the observed order of magnitude. As

an illustration, they stated a calculated value for 6»
in HD and suggested that experiments be made with
HD because of its convenience in calculations.

Recently, the suggested experiments with HD have

' W. G. Proctor and F. C. Yu, Phys. Rev. 81, 20 (1951). orientation, ), of the molecule is' E. L. Hahn, Phys. Rev. 80, 580 (1950).' Gutowsky, McCall, Slichter, and McNeil, Phys. Rev. 82, 748
(1951), and 84, 1245 (1951).' Gutowsky, McCall, and Slichter, Phys. Rev. 84, 589 (1951),

5 E. L. Hahn and D. E. Maxwell, Phys. Rev. 84, 1246 (1951), Smaller, Yasaitis, Avery, and Hutchison, Phys. Rev. SS, 414
and 88, 243 (1952). (1952).

'N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 77, 567 (1950);78, 699 (1950);and '0 H. Y. Carr and E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. 88, 415 (1952).
S6, 243 (1952). "T. F. Wimett, private communication.

' S. Drell, private communication. "-H. M. James and A. S. Coolidge, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 825' N. F. Ramsey. and E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. 85, 143 (1952). (1933).
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where b is a tensor of second rank or dyadic whose
trace is zero. Due to the vanishing trace of 5, frequent
collisions, which average the molecular orientation over
all directions, make b average to zero, so

AV GLENN~ = hSNK~ IN ' IN' (2) 1 2 3 4y (3)

II. HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian for the molecular system in a mag-
netic field may be taken as

where

@i——X~I —,'m~]l (A/i)V'~+(e/e)Zxky~I~Xr~~/r»'+ ,'HX-r ]I'+V+OII+@r,e+988+Oea,
2Pfi—Z—»y~{3(S~ r»)(I~ r»)r» ' S—~ I~r» '),

@,= (16'&/3)Z~~y~S(rI ~) Sg Ig,

@4—— O'Z~~ 'y—~y~ {3(I~ r~~ ) (I~' r~~.)r~~. ' —I~—I~ r~~ ')

(4)

(3)

(6)

(7)

The squared term of Qi in Eq. (4) above is essen-
tially the same as that used by Ramsey' in discussing
magnetic shielding except that for simplicity a speci6c
choice of gauge is made. pN is the gyromagnetic ratio
of nucleus S and IN is the nuclear angular momentum
in units of A.. r~N is used to represent r~ —rN, where
r~ designates the coordinate of the k'th electron. @r,z, ,

@r,e, @ss, and -@sH designate, respectively, the con-
tributions to the Hamiltonian of the electron orbital-
orbital, spin-orbital, electron spin-spin, and electron
spin-external field interactions. For singlet molecular
states the effects of these terms on the quantities con-
cerned are of higher order.

S~ is the electron spin angular momentum in units
of k. @o and @o are the terms for the magnetic inter-
action between the nuclear spins and the electron spins.
@, is obviously such a term since it corresponds to the
classical magnetic interaction energy of two magnetic
moments. @o is less obvious but corresponds to the fact
that hyper6ne structure interaction does not vanish in
an 5 state as discussed by Fermi;" the form of @o here
used is that of Abragam and Pryce'4 in their discussions
of nuclear hyperfine structure in paramagnetic reso-
nance experiments.

@4 is the term for the direct magnetic interaction of
the nuclei with each other. " To the first order O4
averages to zero in experiments such as nuclear para-
magnetic resonance ones in which frequent collisions

average the molecule over all orientations, since the
expression 94 when averaged equally over all directions
gives zero. This, of course, is not true of molecular
beam experiments for which it gives an important
interaction. "

The electron coupled nuclear spin-spin interactions
are those terms dependent on both I~ and Iv which
arise when @&, @&,and @oare discussed to the accuracy
of second-order perturbation theory.

III. ELECTRON SPIN TERMS

In most cases, the largest contribution to the nuclear
spin-spin interaction comes from the mechanism 6rst
considered by Ramsey and Purcell' which corresponds
to second-order perturbations involving @o Thes. e
terms tend to be the largest because they correspond to
the electrons being closest to the nuclei. Let E3NN
represent the energy of interaction between nuclei E
and X' by this process. Then by ordinary second-order
perturbation theory'

~N «g N'EBNN'

= —z„'Ll/(E„—E,)](ol @,I ~) (~
I @,I

0). (g)

Therefore, if one separates out the ES' terms and uses
a factor of two because of the terms in which X occurs
in the first matrix element and S' in the second and

'

vice versa,

E,~» ———2 (16~PS/3)'yA'y~ Z„„;I1/(E„—Eo)](0 I8(re+) S& I& le) (I I8 (r~») S, I& IO). "

This is in the form of Eq. (1) provided

B,xx.= —(2/3h) (16~PA/3)'yxyyr Z k, L1/(E —Eo)](o l~(r») SI I&) (~ l~(r~'~ ) S~ I0)

bog~ ———(2/h) (16~PA/3) pNpN Z„„E1/(E Eo)](0 l~(raw) Ss l~)(~ l~(r ~ ) S Io) —~»~ 3, (10)

where Q is the unit dyadic.
In so far as the electron spin-orbital interaction en-

ergy and other interactions coupling the electron spins
to the molecular orientation are negligible compared to

"E.Fermi, Z. Physik 60, 320 (1930).
'4 A. Abragam and M. H. L. Pryce, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)

A205, 136 (1951).
» N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 85, 60 (1952).

E„—Eo, intermediate sums over excited states which
diGer only in electron spin configurations can be carried
out in which case there is no preferred direction for the
above dyadic and, since it is traceless, it vanishes,
leaving only 8 to yield electron coupled nuclear spin
interactions. Of course, even in the absence of the pre-
ceding restriction, frequent collisions will reduce the
interaction to the form of Eq. (2) as discussed in Sec. I.
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For accurate calculations of 5, Eq. (10) should be lecular states are required. However, the calculation
used. However, such a solution would be extremely can be simplified by assuming 63 to be the suitable
dificult because wave functions for the excited mo- mean value of E„—Eo such that

pNN = —(2/3hhp) (167rph/3)'yNyN Z„k, (0 ~8(rkN) Sk ~lb)
. (e ~Z,8(r,N ) S, ~0)

= —(2/3hh p) (16prph/3)'yNyN (0 ~Zk, 6(rkN) 6(1jN') Sk' Sj ~0).

A similar approximate relation can be obtained for b.
The electron spin enters in @&as well as @p. In a second-order perturbation calculation strictly analogous to the

above, the terms in @,only give

5pNN
———(2/3h) (2ph)'pNpN Z„k,[1/(E„—Ep)](0 ~{3(Sk rkN)rkNrkN '

—SkrkN '} ~lb) (e ~{3(S; r,N )r,N r, N
'—S,~,N '} ~0), (12)

and

bpNN ———(2/h) (2ph)'yNpN Z„k,[1/(E„—Ep)](0
~

{3(Sk'rkN) rkNrkN '
—SkrkN

—'} ~e) (n
~

{3(S,"r, N )r,N r,N
' —Sp—,N—'} ~0) —5pNN 3.

In the present case, unlike the preceding one, even if
the electron spin orbital interaction is negligible, b2~~
will in general have a nonvanishing value because of
the direct dependence of the matrix elements on mo-
lecular orientation. On the other hand, frequent colli-
sions as discussed in Sec. I will lead to a zero average
value of 5 in this case as well as in the preceding. For
purposes of approximate calculation, Eq. (12) can be

reduced to a form analogous to Eq. (11), in which the

wave functions of the excited electronic states are not

required provided a suitable mean effective energy 6&

of the excited states is assumed.

There remain the possibility of cross terms between

@p and @,. Selection of these terms in the preceding

manner leads to

B„NN.———(64p'h/9)yNyN. Z„k,[1/(E„—Ep)](0 /B(rkN) Sk [lb) (lb /{3(S,"r,N ) r;N r;N ' S,~1N—'} (0), (13)

bpNN. = —(64''5/3)yNyN Z„k[1/(E„—E )](0~8(rkN) Sk ~e)(N ~{3(S,"r N )r N r N
' S~N '} ~—0)—5ppNN 3.

It should be noted in this case that if the electron spin
is only weakly coupled to the molecular orientation

(not bppNN') vanishes, since the quantity in the
6rst-matrix element has no orientation dependence to
prevent the quantity in the second-matrix element from
averaging zero. As a result, if there are also frequent
collisions, the entire average contribution from the cross
terms vanishes.

There remains the possibility of electron spin de-
Pendent cross terms between @1and either @p or Op,

but as g)1 does not perturb the electron spin states, its
matrix elements vanish between those states for which

@p and @,have their matrix elements unless there is a

strong electron spin-orbital coupling.

IV. ELECTRON ORBITAL TERMS

The only terms in @1 that depend upon the IN's in

the absence of an external magnetic field are one of the
following:

@1"&=ZkN2(eh/2mkci)AN(INXrkN/rkN') &k

ZkN2yNI+ rnkN'/rkN', —

@1"&=pkNk" (eph'/2mkc')yNyN (IN X rkN/rkN') (IN X rkN /rkN')

+kNN'(e h /2lpbkc )XNAN'IN ' [QrkN' ' rkN rkN'rkN]rkN rkN' ' IN' ~

Then if Eq. (8) is applied to these and the terms dependent on IN and IN are selected as was done previously, where

blNN' ablNN'+bblNN'q fllNN' aplNN'+b~lNN'q

a~lNN' (4/3h)rNrN'(0 ~&k(e'&'/2'Nbke') rkN' rkN&kN &kN' ~'0),

ba»N = —, (S/3)@'~N~N Z„„[1/(E„—Ep)](0 lmkN"kN 'l~) (~ lm N "N '
lO),

blNN ——(2/h)yNyN (0 ~Zk(e'5'/21pbkc') [QrkN rkN —rkN rkN]rkN 'rk„' ~0) —&1NN Q, (16)

bblNN = —(&/h)&'VNVN~. [k/(1E—Ep)](o~mkN'rkN '~~)(~~rn, N'r, N '~0) —b~lNN g.
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83Ho ——55.8/h3 cps, (21)

where d 3 is expressed in Rydberg units.
. The problem of selecting 63 is, however, difficult.

Indications of its possible range of values, however, are
provided by the following results. For the internuclear
spacing of 1.4 ao, the lowest triplet state as calculated
by James, Coolidge, and Present" is 0.67 Rydberg
above the ground state, whereas the energy required to
ionize the molecule doubly, while the internuclear
spacing is maintained, is 3.77 Rydbergs. For the analo-
gous mean quantities, 6, in the theories of the elec-
tronic contributions to the rotational magnetic mo-
ments and to the spin-rotational magnetic interaction,
Brooks "has selected 1.97 and 1.1 Rydbergs, respec-

-tively. For lack of other means of determining 6& it

V. APPLICATION TO HYDROGEN DEUTERIDE

Numerical calculations of the above quantities may
be carried' out for the molecule HD. Since the experi-
mental observations so far have been on molecules
subjected to frequent collisions, only the 8's in the above
equations need be calculated for comparison with the
present experiments.

For terms arising from Q, , if the orbital and spin
wave functions are assumed separable in the ground
state with primes designating the former and double
primes the latter, Eq. (11) gives

b, zzn ———(4/3hh3) (16sPA/3)'yap&(0'
I
6(rzzz)

a(.»)I0')(0"Is, s, I0"), (17)

where the extra factor of two arises from the double
summation over the two electrons. Since

(0"
I
si S2

I
0")= (0"

I

-', f S'—Sz2 —S22)
I
0")= —4, (18)

Eq. (17) gives

83Hn= (1/hh )(16nPA/3)'pzzyn(0'I5(riH)8(r2n) I0') (19)
(64P hvHVD/9~3) I

O'
I 1H2D/

where I/I zH2n' is the probability density for the first
electron to be on the proton while the other electron is
on the deutron.

The matrix element in the preceding equation is of a
form that is easy to evaluate with the James-Coolidge"
wave function for the hydrogen molecule. The result
of such an evaluation is

(0
I
8(r») b(r2z&)

I
0) = 0.0600/ao', (20)

where ao ——A'/use'. With this value and with numerical
expressions for the other quantities,

seems best to use the results of the subsequent para-
graphs that all other contributions to 6 are approxi-
mately 3 cps whence the experimental residual value
of 40 cps can be used to determine 63. With this pro-
cedure a value of 63——1.4 Rydbergs in Eq. (21) yields
the residual value of 40 cps for 83HD. The value of 1.4
Rydbergs is reasonable in view of its above indicated
possible range, though from one point of view it appears
to be slightly high since the occurrence of the 5-func-
tions would suggest that the low-lying states should be
much more effective than the high.

An alternative expression to Eq. (19) without the
assumption of a mean value 63 is possible if it is merely
assumed that for the two electron problem the spin
and orbital wave functions are separable in the ground
and excited states with the spin wave functions being
expressible in the usual fashion. "With this assumption
and with e"' representing an antisyrnmetric orbital
wave function of the excited molecule, it is easy to
show that

83HD= (2/h) (16m'P5/3) yHyz)Z «tI 1/ (8 nit Eo)]
(o'I ~(r»)

I

~"') (~'"
I ~(»o) I o) (22)

If adequate wave functions for the higher electronic
states should ever become available, this would be the
most suitable expression for determining 83HD and for
investigating the difficulty mentioned at the end of the
preceding paragraph.

In one respect Eq. (22) has a surprising behavior.
If the two nuclei in HD were pulled apart approaching
the case of two isolated hydrogen atoms, the value of
E„"—Eo would approach zero for the lowest anti-
symmetric orbital state, ' whence the contribution of
this term would go to infinity making 8 infinitely large
for two isolated hydrogen atoms, contrary to reason.
The explanation of this paradox is that Eq. (22) and
the other similar equations are valid only in so far as
the perturbations giving rise to them are small com-
pared to the electronic separation of the states; that is,
they are valid only in so far as the magnetic interaction
between the electrons and the nucleus is small com-
pared to the energy difference between the singlet and
triplet states. The latter is not true for two almost iso-
lated hydrogen atoms.

The expression for 62nD can be simplified from Eq.
(12) by the assumption of a mean excitation energy 6&
analogous to Eq. (11),by the assumption that the spin
and orbital wave functions are separable, and by the
assumption that Si= —S2 in the electronic ground state.
The result of these assumptions is

4»= (1/3hh, ) (2/k)'pzzp&[(0
I
(3r»r»r» ' —gr» '): f3r»r»r2z& 'Qr2D ') I0)

+ (0 I
(3rzzzrlHrlH Q&1H ) ~ f3rzorzorzD Q&lD '& I0)]. (23)

If the last dyadic multiplication is carried out the
result is a second Legendre polynomial in the angle be-

"James, Coolidge, and Present, J. Chem. Phys. 4, 194 (1936)."H. Brooks, Phys. Rev. 59, 925 (1941); 60, 168 (1941); and
private communication.

tween r~H and r~D which can be re-expressed with the aid
of the spherical harmonic addition theorem" with the

L. Pauling and E. B.Wilson, Introduction to Quantum Mechan-
ics (Mcoraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1935),p. 344,' E. U. Condon and G. H. Shortley, Theory of Atomic Spectra
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1935), p. 53.
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result given in the second part of the next equation. In
addition, if one makes the restrictive assumption that

.the electronic wave functions consist of sums of terms
which are products of factors each of which depends on
the coordinates of a single electron in a cylindrically
symmetric fashion, the first dyadic product can be
simplified since the simplification of cylindrical sym-

metry can be applied to each dyadic separately. This
assumption is applicable to the wave functions of
Heitler-London" Wang, "and Nordsieck" but not .to
those of NewelP' and James and Coolidge. "With these
simplifications and with 8~ being the angle between r~H

and the internuclear axis, 8~ between r~D and the axis,
03 between r» and the axis, Eq. (23) becomes

52Hn= (1/3hh2) (2Pb)'yHyn[(0 ~{3cos'e~ —1}r~H '{3c os'0 2 1—}r2n '
~0)

+3~(0 ~{ cos'8~ —1}r~n '{3cos'03—1}r~n ' ~0)$. (24)

An approximate evaluation of this expression with
Heitler-London wave functions and with 62——1.4 Ryd-
bergs indicates that 62HD is approximately 3 cps. How-
ever, a better evaluation of this based both on better
wave functions and fewer approximations would be
highly desirable. The contribution to PHD of 8»HD can
be neglected by the argument in Sec. III.

There remains only the term 6»D. The first term for
this as given in Eq. (16) can be approximately evalu-
ated with Heitler-London wave functions with the
result that 6»D is approximately —0.1 cps. The author
has been told that Drell' in an independent calculation
has reached a result of the same magnitude. Since the
calculation is an approximate one and since the very
small value is achieved by two terms of six times this
size almost canceling each other, the actual interaction
for,b~HD might be of either sign and as large as O.S cps,
but it is probably smaller and of the order of 0.1 cps.

The term ~6~HD is more di%cult to evaluate. Even if
a mean energy 6& for the excited states is assumed to
reduce Eq. (16) analogously to Eq. (11), mean values
of an expression involving second derivatives of the
ground-state wave function are required; as discussed
by Wick," such expressions are difficult to evaluate
accurately. However, an indication of its probable
magnitude can be inferred from the facts that in the
analogous cases of diamagnetic susceptibility, '" and
magnetic shielding' the second-order paramagnetism
terms are 3 percent and 21 percent, respectively, as

~ A. Nordsieck, Phys. Rev. 58, 310 (1940)."G. F. Newell, Phys. Rev. 78, 711 (1950).
~ G. C. Wick, Z. Physik 85, 25 (1933)."¹J. Harrick and ¹ F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 88, 228 (1952).

large as the corresponding simple diamagnetic terms.
It is therefore probable that the second-order para-
magnetism terms are no larger than about half a cycle
per second in the case of HD.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the case of HD, by far the largest contribution to
the electron coupled interaction between nuclei is due
to the electron spin terms as in Eqs. (10), (12), and
(21) with the electron orbital terms probably account-
ing for less than 1 cps out of the observed 43 cps. With
diGerent molecules, on the other hand, the electron
orbital contributions may be relatively much larger,
in which case Eqs. (15) and (16) must be evaluated.

It should be noted that all of the eGects calculated in
the present paper are proportional to the product
AN&&. Consequently a measurement of the nuclear
spin-spin interaction constant b~~ in molecules which
diGer only in consisting of diGerent isotopes of the same
element would be of great value in confirming that the
observed interactions are indeed magnetic ones as
assumed in the present paper. A slight departure from
strict proportionality to p&p& might be expected in
two molecules diGering isotopically due to diGerent
amplitudes of zero-point vibration" and to diGerent
electronic reduced masses, but these should be rela-
tively small departures.

The author wishes to thank Dr. E. M. Purcell and
Dr. A. Abragam for several stimulating conversations
on the subject of this paper.
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